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a b s t r a c t

What are the mechanisms by which local knowledge spreads across space? By focusing on the methods
that British Columbia foresters used to learn of the province's trees, we see that the Forest Branch
performed the scientific work necessary to localize management models for use in a new place. With
little authority and vulnerable to outside criticism, the Branch had to generate quality knowledge that
would withstand the scrutiny of a powerful but fractious industry reluctant to submit to regulation. It
also had to satisfy a general public becoming increasingly horrified by a landscape peppered with
clearcuts growing in size. The urgency of forest regeneration problems in a context of increased logging
pressured the Branch to transform its research from a spasmodic shared burden to the exclusive activity
of a few individuals. Such centralization coincided with the birth of non-governmental forest policy
critics, the societies and associations that would rail against forest management practices for decades to
come. This necessitated a transformed structure from a dispersed, egalitarian network to a more
centralized activity. These findings confirm observations regarding the spread of nineteenth-century
environmental concerns, stress how unique ecologies constrained and shaped forestry more than
simplified histories suggest, and contradict the assumption that German forestry science was hegemonic
by the end of the nineteenth century.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

The period from 1912, when the British Columbia Forest Branch
was established, to 1928, when Branch managers created the first
forest experiment stations, was one in which the provincial Forest
Branch has been described by Richard Rajala as ‘very weak scien-
tifically.’1 Branch staff themselves characterized pre-1922 B.C.
silvicultural research as ‘carried on spasmodically by various
technical officers … as time from executive duties permitted.’2

Despite these accusations of impotence, my research reveals this
to have been an era in which the Forest Branch was very busy
pursuing a strategy to confront sceptical challenges on two
emerging fronts: first, from an industry reluctant to accept any

imposed logging regulations; and second, from an informed public
beginning to question the impacts of logging, and not yet used to
engaging with the state in environmental controversies. In
combating these challenges the Forest Branch moved from a flat
organization of egalitarian knowledge producers, to a hierarchical
bureaucracy in which authority centralized in limited experts.
Throughout the political struggles, the civil servants used the
empirical theories of Prussian Forstwissenschaft to create a
perception of authority. The cloistered nature of the branch's
research gave the public they served, and subsequent scholars, the
mistaken impression that B.C. forestry was the implementation of
universal principles understood in common by foresters around the
globe. In actual fact, European forestry practices had been imported
in part (mensuration), while the crucial ecological details of forest
regeneration (silviculture) was left entirely to local invention.
Forestry practices had to be created anew. Thus the paper examines
the spatial organization of scientific practice in a particular time
and placedat once on the frontier of empire and the cusp of
modernity.
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The historical geography of global forest science

In recent years, historians of science have become pre-occupied
with problems of space and spatiality.3 Temporal demarcation
(modernization, modernity) is increasingly complemented or even
replaced by spatial concerns, often communicated in terms of
globalization. This is a significant disciplinary shift because the
founders of that field adopted, by definition, a nonspatial
approachdthey assumed that scientific knowledge circulated
simply because it was true.4 Historical geographer David Living-
stone sought to highlight the role of place in scientific investigation,
emphasizing that scientific practices happen in places and they
must be understood in their spatial patterns and contexts.5 How-
ever, the more local and specific our studies of knowledge pro-
duction's contexts have become, the harder it is to see how
knowledge travels from one place to another.6 Thus, if scholarship
of the last 25 years was about the contextualization of knowledge
production, many now seek to rectify this shortcoming by linking
the local with the global as ‘knowledge in transit.’7

Formerly diffusionist models have given way to interactive ac-
counts. Knowledge grounded in European cultures, once trans-
planted, becomes hybrid.8 Tracing these movements necessarily
emphasizes the connections and disconnections of science on the
global stage. Historical geographers have enlisted the phrase
'translocal' as an analytical tool to stress that places represent
networks of relations.9 'The insight that the global is local at every
point has troubled the ease with which local and global may be
disaggregated.' Livingstone thus urges scholars 'to explore the
mechanisms by which local knowledge spreadsdand spreads
unevenlydacross space and time.10

This contemporary spatial understanding of knowledge's spread
exemplifies how Forstwissenschaft came to British Columbia and I
demonstrate how this was transformed in the context of a North
American ecology and politics. First, I review the international
forest history literature to illustrate similar examples of the global,
translated for use in new places. Next, the specific British Columbia
narrative explores the complexities of knowledge localization. This
arc follows the origin story of B.C. state forest management.

Originally structured in an egalitarian research network the Forest
Branch's process of knowledge translation came to involve what
many laypeople take to be the hallmarks of scientific authority
(standardization and quantification). These are in fact symptoms of
a weak scientific discipline under epistemological attack. Public
criticism gave rise to controversies which hastened a bureaucratic
transformation by which expertise coalesced around dedicated
researchers, unburdened by administrative demands. Province-
wide field plots were abandoned in favour of limited sites and a
call for experiment stations, creating a geography of knowledge
production that would persist until late in the twentieth century.

An itinerary of localized European forestry ideals11

My research on British Columbia confirms observations
regarding the spread of nineteenth-century environmental con-
cerns, but contradicts the assumption that ‘by the end of the nine-
teenth century, German forestry science was hegemonic.’12 While
the specifics of German forest sciencewere not transferred to British
Columbia, the reductionist epistemologies that attend the western
scientific tradition and its management regimes travelled intact to
the west coast of North America.13

At the global margins of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
empires, administrators, natural historians and indigenous ob-
servers noted the European colonial projects' destructive impacts
including deforestation, soil erosion, and desertification. Fears that
these impacts encouraged climatic change and disease trans-
mission inspired analytical thinking about the processes driving
them. Those observing human-induced environmental impacts
advocated conservation schemes tomitigate the problems they saw
unfolding, and colonial states were receptive to these suggestions.
Governments found the conservationist messages to their eco-
nomic advantage because such management promised stable pre-
dictability, and the structures of forest protection were potentially
useful in controlling those they viewed as unruly subjects.14

With a set of management problems identified, forest conser-
vation advocates pointed to an already existing body of practice as
the solution: Forstwissenschaft, or continental European forestry,
themathematically-basedmanagement of timberlands to provide a
consistent, yearlymaximized harvest of lumber. Until the end of the
nineteenth century, Germany and France provided the models for
national efforts in forest management. These ideas travelled first to
India, and historians generally understand that this administrative
prototype subsequently spread to the rest of the British Empire and
the United States.15 Colonial botanists and bureaucrats did diffuse
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